Dear reader, welcome to this special edition of the "itinformation technology" journal. This issue collects papers from the 7 th PhD-workshop "Energy Informatics (Energieinformatik)" -organized in cooperation with the 5 th D-A-CH-Energieinformatik conference in Klagenfurt, Austria from September 27 th -30 th .
A signature feature of this workshop is the intensive and interactive shepherding process that begins with the acceptance of a student's contribution to an incremental reviewing process. The process is designed to support the submitter in clearly defining her or his doctoral project. Once a paper is accepted -through a rigorous peer review process -to the workshop, papers will be assigned to an individual member of the program committee called "shepherd" who supports the author in an iterative process sharpening the presentation of the project and its methodological foundations. For this shepherding a selected international program committee from experts with a proven scientific or industrial track record in energy informatics have agreed to participate and commit considerable time and effort to this process.
In this special edition of the "it -information technology" we present 5 papers that have undergone this intensive shepherding process to sharpen the research topic and the methodological foundations of the proposers' PhD projects:
Virtual Power Plants (VPP) are an established means to integrate small scale distributed energy systems into energy markets. Nevertheless, current VPP systems often lack the possibility of automated standardized and near real-time reconfiguration in case of failures or planning issues. To this end, Tim Dethlefs presents a service-based concept to aggregate DER in a more dynamic way for an optimal use of the flexibility provided by all energy components in the system. The exchange of information from different stakeholders is a crucial part of several Smart Grid applications. For these, privacy relevant data from the customer domain are collected, processed and shared -an issue raising concerns affecting the acceptance of the new applications. In his work, Fabian Knirsch evaluates existing and proposes new approaches to privacy enhancing technologies in the Smart Grid user domain.
Future energy systems will show time-dependent properties and stochastic variations due to the integration of distributed and renewable energy system components. To this end, Jan Müller proposes to integrate typical uncertainties in planning algorithms using evolutionary algorithms. He presents a categorization of uncertainties and appropriate measures that help handling these uncertain-ties. Using an implementation of a building energy management system, first results of his extended evolutionary optimization approach are given.
The adaption of the transmission grid to new requirements is a crucial part of the transition to future energy systems. In his work, Joram Schito proposes a method to successfully combine the Least Cost Path (LCA) algorithm with Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) by adding user weights. The results are integrated into a 3D decision support tool to facilitate the work of transmission grid planners and improve the approval process for new transmission line projects.
The integration of large-scale energy storage systems with fast response times is one way to provide ancillary services needed in future energy systems. David Steber analyzes the integration of Virtual battery systems under different system and market conditions. In simulation studies he demonstrates that the implemented control algorithms for these storage systems add reliability to the system for different stakeholders.
These 5 authors have significantly improved their work during the workshop's shepherding process and have been selected to present their work in this journal's special edition. We would like to thank the program committee and shepherds who have committed their expertise and resources to this process and contributed to the success of this format in its 7 th year: Her thesis is focused on the development and application of distributed algorithms and agent-based systems for distributed energy management. Her focus of interest is on distributed algorithms for Smart Grid applications and the process to develop these with both a scientific and engineering aspiration. With this expertise, she is currently working as Principal Scientist at OFFIS and active in different research projects, VDI/VDE committees and cofounder of the start-up company Particon GmbH, a spin-off from OFFIS division Energy.
